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VISION

In terms of executing 360 degree campaigns, we want to be ahead of 
the curve by setting an example for marketers everywhere we go.

GOALS

Our objective is to reach the summit with the aid of our success partners, and 

we are almost halfway there thanks to our conviction that no barrier can stop us 

from following our passions and realizing our ambitions. Our partners are the 

fuel that pushes us to produce, develop, and execute enormous creative 

Spaces freely so that we may always stay at the top. We offer clear marketing 

solutions that keep pace with global marketing at every stage.

MISSION

We forge closer ties with our clients in order to increase the marketing 

campaigns' efficiency with our end-to-end customization and digital service 

solutions. Our skilled personnel, outstanding coordination, and planning skills 

are put to use in order to provide them with the best and most tailored 

marketing solutions possible. This ensures that your brand will rule the market 

with rational and innovative thinking 

Who We Are

What We Do

SHAYEAA Communications was  established in 2017, to ensure memorable unique 
experiences, effort and creativity to deliver modern-day solutions to market your business, 
you can say that we're doing 360 degree campaigns from Concept to Creation.

Not just services, but verbal expressions 
of our passion

Our
Clients

Our

Services

ATL Advertising Campaigns
We’re ready to make your brand rocks via mass media 
communication like tv, radio and outdoor campaigns .

Websites Development & SEO
All digital streams carry toward your website, which is the center of 
your digital marketing universe. And naturally, organic search is the 
main source of its traffic.

Social Media Management
Start a digital dialogue with your clients by taking your brand to 
where they are existing “online”.

BTL Advertising Campaigns
We rely on our experience that makes us the pioneers in road 
shows, brand activations and events management solutions.

Media Buying Campaigns
To promote your work, implement a digital strategy that will attract your 
target audience and connect with a variety of possible clients.

Brand Strategy
The comprehensive strategy used to increase brand awareness and 
likeability among current and potential clients.

Media Production

Simple video editing all the way up to fully produced TV 
advertisements are all part of our media production services

Branding

Creating the identity and the character for our client`s business 
from the plan to execution

Our Clients
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Our Work 
Here is where the creative minds meet the premium Execution

kababgy Elsayeda Restaurant

Digitech Technology Company

Geomar Factory

Regal Heights Hotel

Royal kings School

Arma Company

LANGUAGE SCHOOL

BRANDINGINTERNAL

HSA Corporate
Discover

Digitech Technology Company
Discover

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RkZz6gJkf6A&ab_channel=ShayeaaCommunications
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jDRN6zm9xuo&ab_channel=ShayeaaCommunications
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Digitech Technology Company

Geomar Factory

Geomar Factory
Discover

Leaders Language School
Discover

kababgy Elsayeda Restaurant

Discover

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xzmk3edIjK8&ab_channel=ShayeaaCommunications
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tRGxdT-0y40&ab_channel=ShayeaaCommunications
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bSNzHNHI-Rk&ab_channel=ShayeaaCommunications


TO

www.shayeaa.comrequest@shayeaa.com

13 Ashgar Darna Compound,
Maadi, Cairo, Egypt.

+2 274 68 500
+2010 90000 935

CONCEPT
CREATION

Royal kings School

LANGUAGE SCHOOL
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